
PVC Training Flyer 

 
PVC or Polyvinyl Chloride is a synthetic plastic used in many applications. One of the 
most widely used applications is sitting in our pipe yards and on the shelves in our 
buildings in the form of PVC Pipe and Fittings. Because PVC pipe and fittings are such 
a big part of what we do we should all have a working knowledge of what it is and how 
it is used. This flyer will serve to give a basic overview of PVC pipe and fittings.   
 
 
Types of PVC Pipe & Fittings:  
 

There are many different types of PVC pipe and fittings. One of the ways they are differentiated is by wall 
thickness of the pipe and fittings. “Schedule” is the term used to identify wall thickness of PVC. There are 
many different schedules of pipe. Typically, the higher the schedule the thicker the walls will be. Of the 
schedules available Schedule 40 is the most common and makes up a large majority of what you see in our 
pipe yards. Because it is the most common this flyer will only be detailing Schedule 40 PVC.  
 
Schedule 40 PVC Pipe: 
 
There are two main types of Sch40 PVC pipe; standard schedule 40 (commonly referred to as only “schedule 
40”) and foam core (cell core). The standard sch40 pipe is PVC all the way through the wall while foam core 
has a thin layer of foam (also referred to as a cellular core) ran through the middle of the pipe wall. There are 
some advantages and disadvantages to both.  
 
Pressure v DWV Application: 

 Standard Sch40 is dual rated and can be used in pressure applications or drain, waste and vent (DWV) 
applications while foam core can only be used in DWV. 

Weight: 

 The cellular core used in foam core pipe is lighter than the PVC so the foam core pipe is lighter in 
weight.  

Cost: 

 The cellular core is also less expensive than the resin used to make the PVC making the foam core pipe 
less expensive.  

Venting:  

 When using Sch40 PVC for venting equipment such as a water heater Standard Sch40 should be used.  
Size: 

 We stock Standard Sch40 pipe in both small (under 1-1/2”) and larger diameters while the foam core 
pipe is only stocked in 1-1/2” up.  

 
Below are the formats that can be used to different types of pipe: 
 
Sch40 Under 1-1/2:  (Size).(Length)S40  F4   Ex: ½ x 20 sch40 would be 12.20S40 
 
Sch40 1-1/2 and up:  (Size).(Length)PD   Ex: 1-½ x 20 sch40 would be 112.20PD 
 
Sch40 Foam Core 1-1/2 and up:  (Size).(Length)FC   Ex: 1-½ x 20 sch40 foam core would be 112.20FC 
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Schedule 40 PVC Fittings: 
 
Because there is no associated foam core fitting all PVC fittings are PVC all the way though the fitting wall. 
There are many different variations of fitting types to meet the needs of all applications.  Below is a general 
overview of some of the PVC fittings available.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
These fittings can be used by themselves or in conjunction with one another to create the desired fitting.  For 
example, if you needed a 3x2 reducer and you didn’t have one you could use a 3 inch coupling and a 3x2 
bushing.  
 
These can be found with the following format: (size)PD(Fitting Type)  Ex: A 3 inch wye would be 3PDWYE 
 
 
Connection Types & PVC Glues: 
 
PVC pipe and fittings are most often glued together. There are two chemicals needed in the process; primer 
and glue (also referred to as cement).  
 
Primer: The purpose of primer is to begin the chemical reaction 
that softens PVC and to provide an even prepped surface for 
the solvent cement. PVC joints are not glued together exactly, 
but fused through a chemical change. The softer the outer layer 
of your PVC, the better it will cement in your joint. This is how 
primer really helps increase the connection strength. We stock 
both clear and purple primer in different sizes. The purple 
primer helps easily identify which connections have been 
primed.  
 
These can be found by doing a search.  “.PRIMER” 
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Glue (Cement): The term cement is actually sort of a misnomer. The 
"cement" class of adhesives are typically used to bond two materials 
together where the cement holds them together. PVC cement is actually a 
solvent. Solvents basically meld the pipe and fitting into one.  
 
When you solvent weld PVC, you are actually turning the two sides that 
you are joining into PVC mush, the molecules all blend together, and what 
you are left with is essentially one single piece of PVC. 
 
There are many different types of PVC cement. The first difference is the 
weight or thickness of the cement. It can either be Light (Regular), 
Medium, or Heavy. Contractors may use a lighter weight glue in the winter 
and a heavier weight glue in the summer. There is also all-weather cement  
that can be left outside in someone’s van throughout the winter.  
 
These can be found by doing a search. “.CEMENT” 
 
** We stock Oatey cement and primers and also have a Private Labeled Lee Cement & Primer. The private 
label will have “LEE” at the beginning of the product number. 
 
 
The Next Steps, a Couple Questions & some Notes: 
 
The next step is to learn more. Below is a video detailing how to prime and cement PVC. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_R_xFB_59w 
 
Question 1: Explain to someone in the office how the word “Cement” is a little misleading. 
True or False: You can use Foam Core for venting equipment. 
True or False: Primer works by roughening up the surface of the PVC to help the cement stick better.  
 
 
 
**PVC fact: PVC was actually discovered by accident in 1872 by German chemist Eugen Baumann. He 
accidently left a flask with chemicals in it exposed to sunlight and the polymer formed.  
 
**Much more information on types of pipe we stock and how to look them up in Mincron is available in the 
OD v ID Training Flyer.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_R_xFB_59w

